Retain Student Interest in STAR Events

➔ Involve them early enough - have them practice multiple times - get them motivated to work early.

➔ Make students have a time line for when they’ll complete things - practice - practice - know how to stand.

➔ Each team needs different strengths and should set roles for needed strength (computers/organization etc.) - find right STAR Evens to go with class and encourage them to later complete. Use the same rubic / criteria, highlight memories - show other classes - give recognition to kids involved - as a new area to be popular - show slides.

➔ Assign students not in FCCLA to ask FCCLA questions as a school assignment, assign all class to go, but only bring best kids - don’t pit own kids against each other - better to narrow down to 1 or 2 - let kids use regular binder during semester but bring official one to State - target certain topics to certain classes.

➔ NAG them

➔ Officers Have to do a STAR Event.

➔ Overnight trips are fund! (Kids think it is exciting)

➔ Part of the curriculum.

➔ Put examples of STAR Events from State on the website.

➔ Pay in advance or lose money.

➔ Have students like the event - write down hobbies aline likes with the STAR Event.

➔ Remind that this is great for resume/college Application.

➔ If do well at area - gold - they get help with cost of State.

➔ Be available as a teacher for students to come in for help.

➔ Night before Area pizza party to get ready.

➔ State is a trip it is an incentive.

➔ Nationals is the motivation.

➔ Graphing students progress - checklist.

➔ Adviser is informed and can answer questions.
You to be video - STAR Events - look up Utahfccla.org

Pre-judging

Mock judging - pair with a sister school to judge the STAR Event. Advisers of the opposite schools judge the event.